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Figure 1. (abc) Slice of Light allows the reality-guest (indicated by a green crystal) to access a sliced preview of HMD users’ realities with free walking. 
(d) She can cross into an HMD user’s virtual reality with a natural interaction by stepping on the corresponding slice of light. This enables her to have 
a face-to-face conversation with the HMD user. (gh) Stepping on the reality slice, she transitions back to the physical environment (continued in Figure 
4) 

ABSTRACT 
This work presents Slice of Light, a visualization design cre-
ated to enhance transparency and integrative transition be-
tween realities of Head-Mounted Display (HMD) users shar-
ing the same physical environment. Targeted at reality-guests, 
Slice of Light’s design enables guests to view other HMD 
users’ interactions contextualized in their own virtual envi-
ronments while allowing the guests to navigate among these 
virtual environments. In this paper, we detail our visualiza-
tion design and the implementation. We demonstrate Slice of 
Light with a block-world construction scenario that involves a 
multi-HMD-user environment. VR developer and HCI expert 
participants were recruited to evaluate the scenario, and re-
sponded positively to Slice of Light. We discuss their feedback, 
our design insights, and the limitations of this work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The high levels of immersion and visual seclusion provided by 
HMDs isolate users in virtual environments. To solve the issue 
of communication gap with the outside world, past research 
externalized the virtual environment using spatial augmented 
reality [1, 7, 8, 17]. Externalizing the virtual environment 
lowers the communication barrier and enables non-VR users 
to collaborate with VR users. However, these approaches have 
focused mainly on a rudimentary collaborative configuration 
which only involves one co-located HMD user. 

This work seeks to extend the affordances of communication 
interaction to more complex scenarios which involve multiple 
co-located HMD users. This can occur in several ways. For 
instance, in a VR classroom, students may use VR to explore 
the provided material or build their artworks. The instructor 
then needs to actively supervise the different students’ learning 
progress simultaneously or in a heavily interchanging manner. 
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Or, in a VR content exploration setting, to explore all available 
applications, users may normally need to traverse through 
all the environments physically to get further information. 
In either scenario, current technology does not provide the 
users with an integrated interface to view across disparate VR 
activities. This work seeks the utilization of spatial augmented 
reality to support users in making sense of and navigating 
among multiple co-located remote realities. 

We refer to this kind of environment as a multi-realities envi-
ronment. Here, a reality refers to a virtual reality or physical 
reality. Therefore, we define multi-realities environment as 
a physical environment situating multiple HMD users, each 
presumably immersed in his or her own virtual reality envi-
ronment. That being said, in a physical environment with two 
HMD users, the environment involves three realities: the two 
virtual realities and the physical reality. 

While previous works mainly focused on the interaction be-
tween HMD users and non-HMD users [2, 7, 8], we present 
a similar concept which is based on the same view but con-
siders the interactive scenario where all users are equipped 
with HMDs. We present the operationalization of the role of 
an HMD user as a reality-local or reality-guest. HMD users 
have the role of a local when fully immersed in a reality, either 
virtual or physical. As a guest, they are offered the ability to 
view across and transition between the multiple realities of 
other HMD users. Our work enables this ability by propos-
ing a visualization design that provides reality-guests with an 
integrated presentation of multiple realities for their global 
understanding and smooth transition across these realities. 

Slice of Light 
We present Slice of Light, a visualization design created to 
enhance transparency and integrative transitioning among re-
alities of HMD users sharing the same physical environment. 
Slice of Light offers each HMD user acting in the role of a 
guest a visualization constructed by piecing together discon-
nected remote realities pertaining to all the other HMD users 
into the reality-guest’s own reality. 

Figure 1a illustrates the visualization. Each piece resembles 
a slice of light extending from a HMD user’s reality, shining 
into the reality-guest’s reality. This allows a reality-guest to 
view all other HMD users’ interactions contextualized in their 
own reality. The slice of light also acts as an entryway into the 
remote reality from which it comes, allowing the reality-guest 
to transition into it by stepping on the corresponding slice of 
light with their feet (Figure 1d-e). 

Before walking through Slice of Light with a scenario, we first 
define the terms used in our design. Reality refers to either 
a virtual environment or the physical environment. Below, 
we will define some characterizations of HMD users, namely 
presence and role. An HMD user can only have presence 
inside one reality at a time, in which their role can take the 
form of a local or a guest. 

Walkthrough: Block-World Construction 
Here, we illustrate Slice of Light with an education scenario 
in a VR classroom. The scenario simulates an instructor (a 

guest) who oversees students’ (locals’) work progress in their 
own virtual environments and provides them guidance when 
needed. The experience involves block-world construction. 
Two students, S1 and S2, whose presence is set in the virtual 
environments, VE1 and VE2, and who play the role of locals, 
create block-based designs. Initially, the instructor’s presence 
is attached to the physical environment as a guest’s, indicated 
by a green crystal above her head. In her view (Figure 1a), two 
slices of light coming from behind the students in her perspec-
tive are laid out in front of her feet. Through the slices, she 
sees the students’ virtual environments and the tasks in their 
operation. Meanwhile, the majority of the instructor’s view 
is the physical environment, so she can still easily navigate 
and be aware of other non-HMD students in the same physical 
environment (Figure 1c). Because the slices of light always 
orient to her steps, she can walk around a student to observe 
their work and virtual environment from different perspectives 
(Figure 1a-b). When she steps on a slice of light with a stride 
gesture, she steps into the reality of the light, VE1 (Figure 
1d-e). While her presence switches into VE1, the slice starts to 
widen, circling her as the guest until she is fully encompassed. 
Then, the VE1 scene becomes the new majority of her view, 
with one slice extending from S2 at VE2 and another new 
slice, the so-called reality slice, extending from the physical 
reality from where she made the transition, allowing her to 
transition back to the physical environment when necessary. 

Sharing the same presence, the instructor can now see the 
wider context of S1’s interaction in VE1 and talk with S1, but 
her actions do not directly influence VE1 due to her role as a 
guest (Figure 1f). Meanwhile, S1 can also see the instructor’s 
appearance in his reality, VE1, and can talk with the instructor. 
The instructor teaches S1 to add an apple to the tree S1 cre-
ates. She then walks back to the physical reality by stepping 
on the reality slice. Because they are now in different reali-
ties, the instructor disappears from S1’s view (Figure 1g-h). 
The walkthrough continues in our section BLOCK-WORLD 
CONSTRUCTION. 

Contribution 
This work contributes a visualization interface, Slice of Light, 
to drive the discussion on communication barriers in a multi-
HMD-user, multi-realities environment. We suggest framing 
the communication by referring to reality- locals and guests. 
We demonstrate Slice of Light to provide reality-guests with 
an integrated presentation for their global understanding and 
integrative transition across the multiple realities. By facilitat-
ing users’ transitioning in multiple realities, we enable a new 
type of mental model structure that promotes users to think 
and act based on a multi-realities experience. 

RELATED WORK 
The goal of Slice of Light is to provide the reality-guest with an 
interface that enhances transparent and integrative transition-
ing among multiple realities in the same physical environment. 
Hence, Slice of Light involves visualizing HMD user realities 
and blending them together in physical reality. We review 
works related to blending multiple realities, bridging HMD 
users and non-HMD users, and visualizing HMD users’ expe-
rience. 



Mixing Multiple Realities 
Mixed-realities techniques have been referred to as mixing 
of physical and virtual reality, for applications of either aug-
mented reality or augmented virtuality. Spatial augmented 
reality overlaying virtual elements on the physical elements or 
environments has been extensively explored for information 
visualization [32, 28] and entertainment [17, 16, 15]. With the 
rise of VR technology, more recent research has been focused 
on augmented virtuality, mixing physical elements into VR for 
the enhancement of user experience in a virtual environment 
(VE). For instance, A Dose of Reality [22] suggested that 
inclusion of physical elements can enhance usability for HMD 
users immersed in a VE and investigated how a range of blends 
affects HMD users’ process of accessing physical elements. 
RealityCheck [10] proposed ways to situate physical elements 
in a VE while considering dynamic adjustment of their appear-
ance for coherent presentation. Contextualized videos [34] 
embedded live video feeds in the corresponding VE to connect 
two realities. Roo demonstrated a proof-of-concept system, 
one reality [30], which sought to show distinct benefits in lev-
els of virtuality on physical interaction. These works focused 
on pair-wise blending of one reality into another. In com-
parison, Slice of Light explores the extended issue of mixing 
multiple realities, referring to the physical reality and realities 
of multiple HMD users in the same physical space. 

Recently, Worlds-in-Wedges [23] presented a 3D user interface 
that supports comparative immersive visualization by present-
ing the virtual space in volumetric wedges and embedding 
them with world-in-miniature (WIM) and portal interaction 
techniques. Similar to Worlds-in-Wedges, Slice of Light also 
introduces a visualization design that presents multiple reali-
ties in wedge-shape. But targeting a different scenario, we de-
sign Slice of Light to manage a multi-HMD-user environment. 
Therefore, we consider multi-user interactions and different 
role-switching techniques while designing this interface. 

Bridging HMD Users and Co-located Non-HMD Users 
Including non-HMD users to assist in HMD users’ interac-
tion has been found beneficial in collaborative gaming [8, 19, 
7], guidance [31, 24, 13], in-situ design [1, 11], and even 
provision of haptic feedback [3, 4, 1]. In previous works, 
asymmetric designs were widely employed to enable the ac-
cess of non-HMD users to HMD users’ interactions in aspects 
complementary to the HMD users’ primary experience, such 
as via different viewing perspectives [17, 13] or representa-
tions [24], playing different interaction roles [1], or supporting 
different interaction modalities [3, 4]. Non-HMD users in 
these cases played an active role in assisting in HMD users’ 
performance. 

Another body of research emphasized seeing non-HMD users 
as reality-guests due to the concern of HMD users lacking 
awareness of the outside world, which could negatively impact 
the reality-guests’ experience. HMD users can silently switch 
back and forth between virtual and real environments, while 
reality-guests have no clue about the current presence of the 
HMD users. FrontFace [2] suggested an add-on display on the 
HMD to reveal more information for guests. ShareSpace [35] 
considered the shared use of physical space between HMD 

users and guests and suggested tangible tools that they could 
both grab when in negotiation. 

As in prior studies [2, 8], this work seeks to resolve lost com-
munication between guests and HMD users. However, unlike 
prior studies, which considered a guest to be a non-HMD user, 
Slice of Light addresses reality-guests, giving guests the ability 
to access an HMD user’s virtual environment directly through 
their dual-functioning HMD. 

Presentation of HMD Users’ Experience 
Several attempts have been made to display HMD users’ vi-
sual experience to guests in an integrated, coherent manner. At 
a minimum level, for instance, HMD users’ facial expressions 
[20, 2] or viewport image [29, 2, 8] are shown on the HMD’s 
add-on front-facing screen. For guests to see the HMD users’ 
VE, previous works have explored projecting a top-down pre-
sentation of the VE on the floor [7]. Furthermore, an HMD 
user’s surrounding views are revealed via projections on four 
sides of a cubic CAVE system [14] in which the HMD user is 
situated. Guests can walk around the cubic system to browse 
the HMD user’s experience. The above methods do not re-
quire a display from the guests but are subject to a flattened 
presentation of a VE, owing to inherent limits of 2D display. 
Using mobile screens allows guests to access a 3D perspective 
of the HMD user’s VE by pointing the screen at the HMD 
user [8]. Moreover, guests can access an augmented perspec-
tive without obstruction by using a pair of augmented reality 
glasses [17]. Previous work exploring spatial augmented real-
ity has dedicated to representing a single HMD user’s reality. 
In this work, Slice of Light was designed to spatially present 
realities of multiple HMD users. Because each reality, either 
virtual or physical, is a complete 3D environment, the unique 
challenge Slice of Light deals with is the presentation of them 
in a single view while still preserving the contexts of all HMD 
users’ interaction. 

INTERACTION DESIGN 
To design the interface for navigating co-located multi-
realities, we briefly explore envisioned use cases and chal-
lenges of this interface and derive our design requirements 
from these presented cases. 

Envisioned Use Cases and Challenges 
When managing a multi-HMD-user environment, a HMD 
user may need to easily view all realities’ content, location, 
and owners with minimal effort. For example, in a multiple-
student VR-based training course, the instructor would likely 
need to simultaneously monitor all students’ learning progress 
to manage students’ need for assistance. Without sufficient 
cues and contextualized presentation of the co-located HMD 
users’ reality content, they may lack a sense of what and where 
reality content and users are, reducing efficiency in managing 
and interacting with students across these realities. 

When HMD users consider a remote reality, they may need 
to preview before transitioning into it. Apart from basic tran-
sitioning into realities, the interface should facilitate gradual 
or step-by-step informational "testing the waters" instead of 
requiring users to prematurely immerse into a VR experience. 



Lastly, after transitioning into a reality, the now-immersed 
HMD users may want to perform activities that fully engage in 
it, or collaborate with other reality users. For instance, in a VR 
workspace setting, a designer may transition into co-workers’ 
realities and work with them to complete a larger project, e.g. 
a video game with many VR scenes. Since these co-located 
HMD users may exist across separate realities, we should 
enable balanced action-taking between reality-immersed users 
and users travelling across realities; these two types of users 
are likely engaged in different modes of interaction, such as 
concentrating on a task vs. exploration. 

Design Requirement 
Based on the use cases we envision, we list the design require-
ments that we account for in our proposed visualization design 
for HMD users. (1) Transparency: The design should be able 
to display multiple HMD users’ presence (e.g., the realities in 
which they are situated) and allow them to view across and 
locate them with minimal effort. (2) Transition between reali-
ties: The design should support a user’s transition into other 
HMD users’ realities, in order to facilitate more engaged inter-
action. (3) Facilitate role switching: The design should allow 
HMD users to switch roles between local or guest, and com-
municate user roles to users through the design. Since guests 
have heightened ability of transitioning, the design should be 
considerate of the balance of interaction capability between 
locals and guests. 

In this paper, to avoid users’ memorization and conflict of 
gestures or controller functions with VR applications, the Slice 
of Light interface is designed with natural interaction in mind. 
Thus, while many possible designs can represent the realities, 
we pick the slice shape for a natural interface as the shape’s 
meaning "part of a whole" affords a more natural association to 
“part of a virtual world", and hence the affordance to transition 
to other realities. A stride gesture is chosen to produce the 
transition, as it represents “stepping into" another reality. In 
the following section, we provide details on how Slice of Light 
meets these design requirements (DR). 

Visual Representation 
In a guest’s view, there is a slice of light extending from 
behind each HMD user towards the guest. This slice of light 
in the shape of a 3D wedge resembles a sliced duplicate of the 
HMD user’s reality in the guest’s current reality. A thin cutout 
projection of the virtual environment in the guest’s perspective 
is displayed on the inner surface of the 3D wedge (Figure 2). 
The volume of the 3D wedge contains 3D elements that fall 
inside the range of the slice of light. This allows the wedge 
to present not only the background environment of the reality 
in which the HMD user is situated but also the foreground 
interaction of the HMD user. As a result, the slices of light 
from all HMD users blend into the guest’s current reality to 
form an integrative presentation of where these HMD users 
are situated and how they behave (DR: Transparency). These 
slices of light are laid out in the guest’s current reality such 
that the guest can view every reality alongside his or her own 
reality at once (DR: Transparency). 

ground 
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Figure 2. Slice of Light presents to a guest the interaction context of an 
HMD user by displaying a sliced duplicate of the experience including 
the background scene and the foreground interaction. 

HMD Users’ Spatial Cues 
Slices of light arrive by the feet of a guest within range of the 
Portal, a ring-shaped widget on the ground that follows the 
guest (Figure 2). These slice interfaces on the Portal encode 
the HMD users’ orientations and distances relative to the guest, 
using their angles in relation to the Portal and how close they 
are to the inner ring of the Portal, resembling the offscreen 
indicator design [9] (DR: Transparency). Because we also 
need to map physical distance to a short portion of the ring, 
our design favors the display of HMD users in close range 
by applying an exponential mapping function set to compress 
far ones. HMD users beyond a distance of, say, 5m from 
the guest are excluded from the visualization to avoid visual 
clutter. This cutout threshold is dependent on applications. 

Transition Function 
The Portal implements the transition function, which allows 
a guest to enter an HMD user’s reality by stepping on the 
corresponding slice of light on the Portal. We determined 
the inner radius of the Portal such that the guest would not 
inadvertently step on the ring region in free walking navigation. 
On the flip side, to reach the Portal region, the guest needs to 
take a greater stride. 

Once the guest places one foot on a slice of light, the light 
promptly expands two times wider for visual feedback (Figure 
3). Retracting the step cancels the intent, which also reverts 
the expansion. When the guest completes the stride gesture 
with their second foot, a transition to the corresponding reality 
is activated. The sliced light starts to expand horizontally 
until it fully immerses the guest. Then, slices of light from 
other HMD users update in the new view and the interaction 
continues (DR: Transition between realities). 

When a guest who is based in physical reality steps into a 
virtual reality, a slice of light, called the reality slice, extending 
from the physical reality at where the guest made the transition 
is added to the guest’s current reality (Figure 1e). This slice of 
light keeps the door open for the guest to walk back into the 
physical environment. 
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Figure 3. A slice of light widens when the user steps on it with one foot. 

Mediating Locals and Guests 
Aside from the function which allows HMD users to switch 
between a local or guest role, we devise access control of 
guests to a local’s reality as per below, to maintain equality in 
interaction between them. 

HMD users, no matter their role as a local or guest, have 
open communication channels when sharing the same reality, 
which means they are visible to and can talk to each other. 
This enables guests to fully communicate with locals, such 
as providing guidance with natural voice or gestures, similar 
to behaving as a spectator. However, only if guests switch 
to the role of a local can they become an influencer so their 
actions have direct influence on the reality, e.g., to modify the 
reality. To identify guests from locals in each other’s view, 
a green crystal appears above the guest’s head, suggesting 
their heightened ability (DR: Facilitate role switching). With 
a two-step design which requires guests to turn into a local 
to gain the influence on a reality, we aim to maintain locals’ 
awareness of other users’ significance to the reality. 

Furthermore, locals are no different from typical HMD users 
immersed in a virtual environment. When two locals share 
the same reality in their presence, it is equivalent to virtually 
co-located collaboration. 

BLOCK-WORLD CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED) 
We have presented the design and basic interaction offered by 
the Slice of Light interface. We now demonstrate the interface 
with the continued multi-realities scenario. 

Continuing the Walkthrough (pg. 2), the instructor situated 
in the physical reality now turns to S2. Through S2’s slice 
of light, the instructor has a first impression of S2’s virtual 
environment, a desert. The instructor previews S2’s work by 
stepping one foot into S2’s slice. She then brings forward 
the second foot, and the transition takes her into VE2 (Figure 
4a-b). Likewise, the majority of her view is of VE2 (Figure 
4c), augmented with a slice from VE1 at S1’s location and a 
reality slice from the location in physical reality from which 
she made the transition. 

At this moment in time, S1 has completed his work in VE1. 
S1 turns on the Slice of Light function, switching to the role 
of a guest. Then, three slices appear in his reality. Two slices 

are from the instructor and S2, both situated in VE2. The 
third slice is a reality slice at the place where S1 first entered a 
virtual reality from the physical reality (Figure 4e). S1 walks 
toward S2 and takes the stride into VE2 on the way (Figure 
4d-f). Now, the instructor, S1, and S2 are all situated in the 
same reality, VE2, so they can see each other in their views. 
Green crystals appear over the instructor and S1, indicating 
their role as guests (Figure 4f-g). 

S1 initially informs the instructor of his completion and then 
walks to stand in front of S2. Talking with S2 about how to 
provide assistance, S1 then switches his role to a local, which 
dismisses the green crystal. S1 then can start to help grow the 
cactus (Figure 4h). The instructor strides back to the physical 
reality (Figure 4i-j) and looks back at S1 and S2 before leaving 
the room (Figure 4kl). 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
Figure 5 displays the equipment of our HMD users. We used 
an HTC VIVE Pro HMD for its built-in front-facing stereos. 
However, the HTC VIVE Pro cameras limit the video reso-
lutions to 480p, which profoundly degrades user experience 
for mixed-realities presentation. Instead, we used an add-on 
stereo-camera kit, ZED 1, which can support 720p video res-
olution at 60 Hz, as well as functions such as depth-sensing, 
spatial mapping, and easy integration into the stream environ-
ment in Unity. To track users’ foot positions, we attached Vive 
trackers to the shoes. A physical switch added to the HMD 
provides an easy-to-access interface for swapping between the 
roles of guest and local (DR: Facilitate role switching). The 
system ran on a backpack VR PC (MSI 7RE, GTX1070, 16G) 
worn by each user. All HMDs used the same set of lighthouse-
tracking systems, so all HMD users shared integrated tracking 
coordinates. 

To compose a Slice of Light view, we need to blend all HMD 
users’ realities into the guest’s reality. Instead of rendering all 
the virtual environments simultaneously in one local reality 
[23], we streamed the rendered data from each HMD user to 
the guest’s reality in real-time. This enables the flexibility 
to apply the system to any VR application as a portal inter-
face without the need for major modifications or other VR 
applications. 

Blending all the realities requires access to these realities on 
the fly, which can cause severe network latency without careful 
design. We implemented a private network platform whose 
framework resembles a multi-user chatroom for a multi-HMD-
user environment. Once HMD users log on to the platform, 
each pair of HMD users can use a two-way transmission chan-
nel using WebRTC to exchange media data such as video 
streams, tracking data (e.g., HMD positions), and interaction 
data. 

Formatting a Slice of Light 
After the slice of light function is turned on, the guest program 
constantly collects the following information from each HMD 
user to gather the materials required for the composition of 
the interface: (1) the HMD user’s position and orientation, (2) 
1https://www.stereolabs.com/ 
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Figure 4. The walkthrough continued from Figure 1: (abc) She walks into VE2, the reality of the HMD user, S2. (de) Later, the HMD user S1 switches 
to the guest role and joins VE2. (f) S1 talks to S2, asking to help. (g) Both S1 and S2 are in the view of the guest. (h) To interact in VE2, S1 switches to 
the local role and starts building the scene with S2. (ih) The guest walks back to the physical environment by walking across the reality slice. (kl) She 
looks back to see that they are working well. 
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Figure 5. The HMD user wears a backpack VR PC, (b) a dual-
functioning HMD whose video-see-through augmented reality is enabled 
with a ZED stereo mini, (c) foot trackers, and (d) an add-on switch on 
the HMD to swap between the local and guest roles. 

the guest’s view of the HMD user’s reality, and (3) the 3D 
elements that fall within the slice volume in the HMD user’s 
reality. 

Figure 6 depicts the procedure for acquiring (2). The guest 
first sends his or her viewport information (e.g., HMD posi-
tion/orientation), which the HMD user uses to set a virtual 
camera in his or her reality. Then, the HMD user sends the 
camera’s viewport image back. The viewport extends 140 
degrees vertically and 45 degrees horizontally, and the texture 
resolution is set to 2000 x 6000 (width x height) to maintain 
display quality. The 140-degree height was devised to include 
the ground and the sky, while the 45-degree width is to ac-
commodate enough content elements needed for presenting 
the visual effect of stepping into a slice of light. Texture reso-
lution was carefully tested to strike a balance between visual 
quality and transmission latency over a wireless network on 

WiFi 5GHz. In our implementation, this resolution allowed 
45 fps with approximate latency at 90 ms over streaming on 
three HMD users. 

The guest program uses the image to prepare the visuals of 
a slice of light. First, we position the image in the guest’s 
reality to resemble how it is captured. Because the image 
contains a field of view of 45 x 140 degrees, the actual display 
size to maintain the field of view depends on how far away 
it is viewed by the guest. In our design, the slice of light 
is positioned 50 cm behind the HMD user from the guest’s 
perspective, facing the guest. Accordingly, the display size is 
calculated and a textured board using the image is created and 
positioned at the same height of the guest’s viewport. 

Sky Board, Body Board, and Ground Board 
Referring to Figure 6a, we cut off from two sides of the board 
depending on the width needed for a visual effect. In a default 
state, we used a width of 1.2 m to form a background board 
behind the HMD user. When the guest steps on a slice with 
one foot, we set the background board to be two times wider, 
with a maximum width of 2.4 m. Then, we divide the board 
into three segments: the sky, the body, and the ground boards 
at 2 m height and 0 m height on the ground level, respectively. 
Keeping them hinge-linked, we folded the sky and the ground 
boards 90 degrees toward the guest. 

Shaping Spatial Traits 
We squeezed the sky and ground boards on the side of the guest 
to be half their original width such that they form a wedge 
shape pointing at the guest. We added folding lines between 
the connecting boards and darkened the sky and ground boards 
to simulate shading from the folding structure, which also 
enhances their geometric traits. Then, we stretched the ground 
board until it reached the Portal region by the guest’s feet, 



as displayed in Figure 7a. In the implementation, the Portal
region is set to a radius between 35 cm and 70 cm, centering
on the guest head position. The extension end of a ground
board is mapped to this range using its physical distance to
the guest. To avoid potential clutter, HMD users beyond 5
m from the guest are excluded in the interface. According
to [21], the average stride length is 75 cm (2.4 ft), measured
from heel to heel in continuous walking. Our design, made for
walking navigation indoors and targeting users from Asia in
our institute, is comparably short. We piloted the threshold at
35 cm with our users, with the intent to reduce their effort in
making the stride gesture.

To deal with visual confusion which may occur when two
slices overlap, we also prioritize presentation of slices accord-
ing to their distance from the guest, so that closer slices that
are usually more important to the guest are positioned above
the far slices, as displayed in Figure 8.

Foreground 3D Elements
A slice of light composed of a sky, body, and ground boards set
behind an HMD user only displays a flattened version of the
HMD user’s reality. Board images alone cannot capture the
HMD user’s foreground interaction in the three dimensional
space, which is important for making sense of the observed
HMD user’s interaction. For this purpose, the guest program
also continuously collects the status of 3D elements in the
observed HMD user’s reality that fall within the range of the
slice of light.

It is worth noting that our approach to capture the slice’s
content via streaming a virtual camera’s image is general-
izable. However, streaming 3D elements is tricky because
recreating their appearance in the guest’s reality will have to
track down to the elements’ materials, their reflection factors,
the environment lighting, and so on. Our demonstration on
block-world construction is simple enough, so we only stream
their geographic information. In the future, a more developed
framework accounting for this rendering issue is needed.

Placing HMD Users between Boards and Foregrounds
For the spatial representation to be correct, the guest should
see an HMD user contained by a slice of light, which means,
from the perspective of the guest, the HMD user would be
presented within the volume formed by the boards and behind
the foreground elements. This requires extracting the appear-
ance of the HMD user based on RGBD images provided by
the guest’s front-facing ZED mini stereo camera.

To implement the effect, we use the techniques of stencil
buffer2 and multi-pass3 in Unity Shader. We place filtering
boards, whose geometric properties are identical to the default
boards of the slice of light, behind the HMD user and assign it
a unique stencil value ID. Because the HMD user should be
well covered by the filtering boards, this allows us to extract
only those pixels in the ZED’s RGBD images that fall within
the range of the filtering boards (e.g., the slice of light) very
efficiently, processed in Shader.

2https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/SL-Stencil.html
3https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/SL-Pass.html
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Figure 6. (a) The preparation of the sky board, body board, and ground
board that constitute the slice of light interface. (b) The slice of light is
placed 50 cm behind the HMD user in the view of the guest.
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Figure 7. (a) Slices of light extend to a guest by the Portal region, the
closer to the guest, the further from the inner region. (b) A slice of light
widens to give a preview when stepped on with one foot and (c) contin-
uously expands to fill up the guest’s view when stepped on with both
feet. (d) Partially immersed in the virtual environment, the guest can
still keep track of important contexts in other virtual environments and
the physical environment via slices of light. (e) Switching to the role of a
local, he or she has influence on the virtual environment.

Stepping into a Slice of Light
We attached a Vive tracker on each ankle of the HMD user to
detect if they step into the ground board of a slice. When the
HMD user steps in with one foot, the slice expands promptly
to two times as wide (Figure 7a-b).

When the HMD user steps in with both feet, the slice will con-
tinuously expand to fill (Figure 7c). To provide this expansion
effect, we temporarily upscale the board’s field of view to 140
degrees wide and request a resolution of 3500 x 3500 to main-
tain the same transmission burden. This new board image with
a 140 (H) x 140 (V) field of view can simulate an expansion to
cover the HMD user’s viewport. Meanwhile, the system of the
HMD user preloads the reality to enter (Figure 7d). The HMD
user transitions into the new reality, followed by updates of
slices of light to reflect new proximities. Because the HMD
user is in the role of a guest, we disable his or her direct inter-
action on the reality. When the HMD user becomes a local by
flipping the switch on the HMD, we dismiss the slice of light
visual interface and activate their interaction to influence the
reality (Figure 7e).

https://3https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/SL-Pass.html
https://2https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/SL-Stencil.html
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Figure 9. The environmental setup of the user study. 

Reality Slice: Back to the Physical Environment 
When an HMD user transitions to a virtual reality from the 
physical reality, we leave a slice of light, called the reality 
slice, as an entry back to the physical reality 1 m behind where 
the user made the transition (Figure Figure 7d). Similarly, the 
reality slice is implemented with stencil buffer and multi-pass 
in Unity Shader. 

EXPERT STUDY 
We conducted an expert study to gain feedback on the effec-
tiveness and usability of the Slice of Light interface. We were 
interested in whether Slice of Light could help users communi-
cate interactions in a multi-realities environment. 

Participants 
We recruited six interdisciplinary experts (age: 24-45, 1 fe-
male) from our local university. They were composed of four 
experts in VR interaction design (one graduate assistant and 
three research associates) and two HCI experts (research asso-
ciates). 

Task and Procedure 
The expert study consisted of the following stages, starting 
from introduction of the interface, experiencing each of the 
provided applications, and ending with an interview. 

Introduction and Training (20-30 minutes) 
Participants were first given an introduction to the Slice of 
Light system and the study. To familiarize them with the sys-
tem, they were provided with a simple scenario to learn and 
practice each function. The experimenter described the inter-
actions verbally. The training persisted until all participants 
could understand and engage in the interaction without any 
help. 

Scenario: Multi-User Block-World Construction (20 minutes) 
The experimenter explained to participants a narrative mod-
ified from the block-construction Walkthrough. They were 
asked to complete the given tasks: 1) Enter the first HMD 
user’s virtual environment (S1, VE1) and provide suggestions 
to S1 regarding the construction. 2) Enter the second HMD 
user’s virtual environment (S2, VE2) and build the world with 
S2. 3) Instruct S1 to complete the construction when S1 joins 
later. 4) Go back to the physical reality. 

Questionnaire and Interview (20-30 minutes) 
The study concluded with a post-task questionnaire and a semi-
structured interview. The questionnaire collected participants’ 
feedback on the system’s effectiveness and usability, as well 
as the comprehension and intuitivity of each part of Slice of 
Light (slice, transition, role switching), rated on a 7-point 
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). The 
experts were then interviewed with open-ended questions to 
further gain their feedback on how the system helped their 
communications in a multi-realities environment and how the 
design could be applied in the future. 

Results and Discussion 
All participants completed the tasks and responded positively 
to Slice of Light, considering it easy to use (Mean = 5.8, SD = 
0.9) and easy to learn (Mean = 6.5, SD = 0.8) in both scenarios. 
Regarding the block-world construction, they agreed it helped 
to learn other HMD users’ virtual environments (Mean = 6.3, 
SD = 0.6) and supervise them for communication (Mean = 6, 
SD = 0.6). We present a detailed analysis of each function and 
participants’ suggestions to improve and explore in the future. 

Transparency 
Participants positively considered the visual design of Slice of 
Light as easy to understand (Mean = 6.7, SD = 0.5) and helpful 
for understanding other HMD users’ virtual environments 
(Mean = 6.5, SD = 0.5). They reported that “[Slice] is effective 
to make sense of HMD users’ status”; “slices of light nicely 
embodies [HMD] users’ virtual environment, their interaction 
and movement using limited space.” 

Some room for improvement has been suggested by the par-
ticipants. Visual clutter is a concern when more slices are 
involved. P2 suggested to visually emphasize only the slice 
under the user’s focus (e.g., head cursor) while tuning down 
other slices by, for example, decreasing their contrast or bright-
ness. They also mentioned that when slices are close enough, 
gaps between them might be confused as slices that do not 
actually exist. It seems that modulating the visual saliency of 
slices to differentiate them from the guest’s current reality is 
beneficial for the above concerns. 

Foreground Elements 
Furthermore, participants recognized that foreground objects 
allowed them to preview the interaction an HMD user was 
performing (Mean = 6.5, SD = 0.5). Their remarks included, 
P1: “foreground interaction seems to have more important 
information than the background scene to learn an HMD 
user’s task”; P4: “Though foreground elements may not be 
full observable due to the cutout by the slice, I felt the partial 
information is sufficient to draw the guest’s interests to look 



closer and make sense of the user’s interaction.” P1 pointed 
it out as a concern and suggested rendering all foreground 
elements involved in the user’s interaction or widening the 
slice to cover the full foreground. However, P1 also mentioned 
it has to account for the scale of the foreground elements. 
Therefore, the current design approach may still be a better 
balance. 

Spatial Cues 
Participants recognized that the spatial cues embedded in the 
design of the Portal helped in understanding surrounding HMD 
users’ relative positions and distance (Mean = 5.3, SD = 0.8). 
However, they pointed out that the action of tilting the head 
down to view the interface on the floor was ergonomically 
difficult. They stated, “a glance of the slices is sufficient to 
grasp spatial information; even if it is to find out an HMD user 
in the behind, I prefer turning back instead of looking down 
on the Portal.” 

Transition Interaction 
Participants reported that the transition interaction of Slice of 
Light is intuitive (Mean = 6.3, SD = 1). Their remarks included, 

“It makes teleportation easy because it only asks to step into 
it.” However, echoing the same ergonomics concern due to 
the fact that the strike gesture involves hitting an interface 
on the floor, P2 said, “once learnt the interaction, I started 
to try to step in a slice without looking at it on the floor 
to reduce the effort; however, not only the blind operation 
may make it undershoot or overshoot the interface, I found 
it may cause a worry of feet bumping into obstacles that can 
cause injury.” This highlights that the foot interface needs to 
be customized for participants’ stride size to better support 
their blind operation, and the slice of light should warn of 
potential hazards due to obstacles (e.g., by applying color 
shading). Moreover, because the stride gesture was designed 
with natural interaction in mind, it might be more appropriate 
to apply in a spacious environment. Future work can consider 
more space-efficient gestures, such as foot tapping or using 
voice commands. 

Local and Guest 
Participants stated that switching roles on the HMD using a 
physical button is easy (Mean = 6.5, SD = 0.5) and under-
standable (Mean = 5.7, SD = 1.5). They liked the control set 
directly on the HMD, resembling the idea of literally switching 
perspectives. All participants considered the use of the crystal 
to indicate an HMD user’s guest role to be easy to understand 
(Mean = 4.8, SD = 1.5). P5 pointed out the crystal may not 
easily observable, and suggested to apply transparency directly 
on the appearance of the guests. Additionally, P4 mentioned a 
moment of shock when a user suddenly appeared in his reality 
since he did not see the user appearing behind him and only 
found out about it later. P4 suggested to provide on-screen 
notifications of the arriving users. 

Our design asks guests to turn into a local to gain direct in-
fluence on a reality. While participants generally agreed the 
design was easy to understand, P2 and P4 pointed out we can 
further speed up cooperation by letting guests directly influ-
ence without switching roles, considering the strong intention 
of stride-gesture they had to have made. We agreed with their 

opinion but we wish to emphasize that Slice of Light is devised 
to facilitate equality between locals and guests via explicit 
communication. Locals should be notified if a guest in the 
same reality turned into a local, so they would know of a new 
influencer who can now also modify the reality. 

DESIGN INSIGHTS 
Based on the participants’ reviews and suggestions, we deliver 
insights about how to better design an interface that helps 
users manage and transition among multiple realities. The 
scope of these design insights include the interface’s visual 
design, transition interaction style, and mediation between the 
reality-local and reality-guest. 

Transparency vs. Visual Clutter 
When presenting HMD users’ experience, occlusion and vi-
sual clutter are inevitable if more HMD users appear in guests’ 
view. Here, we suggest some solution directions worth ex-
ploring, but careful evaluations are needed in future work. (1) 
Visual scaling: Regarding occlusion, which may be caused 
by multiple HMD users appearing in the guest’s line of view, 
the scale of the visual design can be adjusted based on the 
distance from a ‘target’ user if an occlusion is detected by 
the system. This helps to better facilitate accessibility to the 
context from a HMD user who may be behind another HMD 
user. (2) Access control: To avoid visual cluttering, one can 
apply access control options to enable with priority the presen-
tation of HMD users who are of particular interest. The access 
control can be dependent on distance range, application type, 
or predefined groups. For instance, new students can be visu-
alized in a group since they need more assistance than senior 
students. (3) Interactive control: Apart from applying access 
control, elements of the visual context can be displayed or 
dismissed via gaze or hand gestures. As none of the above can 
fully resolve the issue of visual complexity on their own, they 
should be considered in tandem, and further study is required 
to assess and refine these proposed functionalities. 

Space-Efficient Transition Interaction 
In this work, we proposed foot gestures to interact with the 
Slice of Light interface. Foot gestures provide natural inter-
action, such as in our case with the interface on the ground, 
which improves interaction learnability. However, this may 
cause fatigue in the case of frequent crossing between realities 
and can be error-prone without customization of individual dif-
ferences such as stride length. Also, sufficient space is needed, 
or a collision might happen when performing stride gestures. 
Other gestures such as foot-tapping or other hands-free nav-
igation gestures [18, 33] for the ground interface might be 
considered for their efficiency in terms of space and effort. Or, 
a GUI menu using hand controllers to select may be the most 
ergonomically-efficient option, but requires the additional re-
source of external devices and more evaluation to create a 
usable GUI design. 

Guest Efficiency vs. Local Awareness 
Owing to the guests’ heightened ability to access and influence 
a local’s reality, it is important to communicate their participa-
tion to the locals, so as to maintain equality between them. For 



instance, guests may enter a reality unnoticed by the locals. To 
ensure locals’ awareness, the system can communicate with 
explicit on-screen notifications of e.g., someone just joined 
as a guest or turned into a local, beside the passive crystal 
indicators on guests’ head. Our two-step design which adds 
leveled accessibility on guests may slow their direct coopera-
tion to locals, but is meant for locals’ leveled awareness. In 
a use case asking for more efficient communication, one can 
further heighten guests to have direct influence, but further 
study should be conducted to learn the potential impacts of 
this on locals. 

LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK 
While Slice of Light can provide users with an integrative 
interface for transitioning between realities while navigating 
in a multi-HMD-user environment, some limitations relating to 
the users’ experience can still be improved upon. Additionally, 
while we focus in this work on deploying Slice of Light in a co-
located multi-HMD-user environment, the flexibility of Slice 
of Light’s interface concept allows it to be applied to other 
scenarios as well. Here, we explore and list some directions 
in which the Slice of Light interface can be improved and 
describe how it can be deployed to other applications. 

Transition Notification and Permission 
In this work, we allow HMD users to transition between real-
ities without enforcing permissions, in order to demonstrate 
the interface’s feature at a more fundamental stage. During 
our study, participants suggested that it may be better to notify 
VR locals when guests are about to transition into their local 
realities, as well as when a guest turns into a local. Message 
notifications [6, 12] are a possible approach for delivering 
these messages in VR. Or, other interruption methods and ap-
proaches to notification timing [5, 26] can be discussed in the 
future to provide locals a better user experience. Furthermore, 
due to privacy concerns of VR locals, locals may be enabled 
to enforce permissions that facilitate securing of private reality 
content when guests would like to transition into their reali-
ties. This can be done by adding a commitment process for 
guests to obtain locals’ permission after they send a ’visitation’ 
request to the locals. 

Privacy Management 
Because Slice of Light reveals one’s interaction context, the 
privacy issue needs to be considered, and customization of the 
level of reveal is needed. We have assumed a collaborative 
environment, such as our scenario involving an instructor and 
students, to best demonstrate the benefits of Slice of Light. For 
various privacy concerns, one could apply strategies such as 
(1) semantic abstraction: display application name or type, not 
the actual visuals, or (2) visual manipulation: blur, darken, 
or mask out content, which also hints at the user’s privacy 
concerns. We look forward to more research into this space. 

Including Non-HMD Guests 
While this work referred to guests as specifically HMD-
wearing guests, our design does not conflict with previous 
works for non-HMD guests using an add-on display on the 
HMD [2, 8], floor projection [7], or mobile augmented reality 

[35]. When considering colocated non-HMD users as active 
guests to HMD users’ interactions, HMD users might wish to 
include them in their reality for collaboration. We believe com-
plicated environments like this involving HMD and non-HMD 
users, and locals and guests, will soon arrive following the 
advent of mobile VR. Extensive studies are needed to develop 
an inclusive design for fluent asymmetric communication. 

Remote User Collaboration 
In this work, while we assumed all the HMD users share the 
same physical environment in our scenario, Slice of Light is 
also flexible enough to apply to remote user setups as well. 
In a mixture setup of VR and AR users cooperation, with the 
adding of a 3D avatar to represent each remote user, Slice of 
Light can act as an interface that links together the remote 
users’ environment. This enables the users to collaborate face-
to-face via the avatars and the slice of light itself serves as a 
portal to transport between user environments. Moreover, with 
the physical environment being fully captured, Slice of Light 
can also be applied to a telepresence interface that serves pri-
marily to connect different locations as well [25, 27]. Further 
study is needed to realize the remote user setup, but we believe 
the core interaction component of Slice of Light can promote 
considerations of mixed reality collaboration. 

System and Network Latency 
It is suggested to keep at least 90 fps performance to maintain 
user experience and avoid VR sickness. However, the data 
transmission among HMD users necessary for the formation 
of slices of light can cause significant latency due to network-
ing. In our implementation, we downgraded the transmitted 
resolution in favor of low latency. Still, our implementation 
only afforded smooth experience up to three users. Future 
studies may want to suggest the lowest network requirement 
against numbers of users. In addition, future work can adjust 
the display quality of slices of light according to user attention, 
such as suspending those slices outside of the user viewport 
and reducing the resolution of slices not under user gaze. 

CONCLUSION 
This work presented Slice of Light, a visualization interface 
using spatial augmented reality to communicate the immer-
sive experiences of multiple colocated HMD users for reality-
guests. We devised the design for transparency and smooth 
transition, enabling reality-guests to view the other HMD 
users’ interactions contextualized in their own virtual environ-
ments while navigating among these virtual environments. 
With the advent of mobile VR interwoven into our daily 
working and living spaces, it is important to improve com-
prehension among HMD workers in the same physical space 
to streamline their collaboration. We hope this work offers an 
example to drive the discussion. 
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